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Contents:

Bear's Choice: Some tips about the NEXTWORLD from some 
oldtimers! ;Bears_Choice/Bears_Choice.rtf;;¬

Netsurfer: The coolest WWW browser available for 
NS! ;NetSurfer/README;;¬

Caffeine Software's TIFFany II: The most awesome image 
manipulation and pixel editing and painting tool. Works seemlessly 
with Create and 3DReality to form the Total Graphics 
Suite! ;TIFFany/SmallProductInfo.rtfd;;¬

Jackson LTD's KaiSu-Regular Chinese Font: Create awesome 
Hanji characters in 3D    and Create! Install this in your 
/LocalLibrary/Fonts directory 
;Chinese_Font/KaiSu.pkg_0.7.tar.readme;;¬

Larry Gritz's Blue Moon Renderer: Here's a shareware renderer 
that you can use with 3DReality to produce some very cool 
images. 
;3D_Rendering/Blue_Moon_Renderer/About_Blue_Moon.rtfd;;¬



NeXT-Icons: A collection of hundreds of icons developed by the 
NEXTSTEP community and posted to the NeXT-Icon@gun.com 
mailing list, hosted by Tim Reed, 
treed@gun.com.;NeXT-Icons/About_NeXT-icon@gun.com.rtf;;¬

Melvin: A piece of art by a Melvin chieftain and a direct link to their 
website.;Melvin/Melvin.rtf;;¬

Mesa: Athena Design's premier spreadsheet for NEXTSTEP - check
this out! ;Mesa/Mesa1.5B.README;;¬

MiscKit: Don Yacktman is the chief collaborator in this NEXTSTEP 
community effort to produce quality, reusable objects. Includes 
source and object files, so you can get a leg up on your NEXTSTEP 
programming. ;MiscKit/MiscKit.rtfd;;¬

Michael 'Wave' Johnson: Here's a little blurb and some contact info
for Wave. ;Wave/Wave.rtfd;;¬    Included is Wave's World - a totally 
cool modeling and animating environment, and excerpts from his 
soon to be finished thesis discussing WW.

Musgrave Shaders: Use these with Blue 
moon:;3D_Rendering/Musgrave_Shaders/README.rtf;;¬
 *        C language version by F. Kenton Musgrave
 *        Translation to RenderMan Shading Language by Larry Gritz.

Splitmail & JoinMail: utilities to send large files through small mail 



feeds, including the powerful scripting language, perl, for both Intel 
and NeXT computers.;Splitmail_JoinMail/README.rtfd;;¬

Sounds: Some classics from 2001, Star Trek, Bill & Ted's Excellent 
adventure. Copy them into /LocalLibrary/Sounds for everyone to 
use.

mailingLists;¬Stone Mailing Lists: Join the ongoing discussions of
Stone Design software users from around the planet by subscribing 
to these mailing lists:

;Stone_Mailing_Lists/DataPhile_mailing_list.rtf;;¬ DataPhile
;Stone_Mailing_Lists/CheckSum_mailing_list.rtf;;¬ CheckSum
;Stone_Mailing_Lists/Create_mailing_list.rtf;;¬ Create
;Stone_Mailing_Lists/3DReality_mailing_list.rtf;;¬ 3D Reality

Special thanks to Scott McIntyre, Bob Olson and Andreas Glocker 
for hosting the lists!
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Navigate:

;Splitmail_JoinMail/README.rtfd;;¬ Splitmail JoinMail Instructions
;../README.rtf;;¬ Top Level


